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Abstract
This paper presents semi-automatic software refactorings to introduce and tune structured parallelism
in sequential Erlang code, as well as to generate code for running computations on GPUs and
possibly other accelerators. Our refactorings are based on the LAPEDO framework for programming
heterogeneous multi-core systems in Erlang. LAPEDO is based on the PaRTE refactoring tool and also
contains i) a set of hybrid skeletons that target both CPU and GPU processors; ii) novel refactorings
for introducing and tuning parallelism; and, iii) a tool to generate the GPU offloading and scheduling
code in Erlang, that is used as a component of hybrid skeletons. We demonstrate, on four realistic
use-case applications, that we are able to refactor sequential code and produce heterogeneous parallel
versions that can achieve significant and scalable speedups of up to 220 over the original sequential
Erlang program on a 24-core machine with a GPU.
1 Introduction
Following initial stages of multi-core revolution, another big change has happened in the
computer hardware world. Emergence of accelerators, such as graphic processing units
(GPUs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and Intel Xeon PHIs, has resulted in
a new class of devices, heterogeneous multi-cores/many-cores. These systems combine
traditional multi-core CPUs with one or more accelerators, and are nowadays found in al-
most all high-performance systems, desktops, clouds, gaming consoles, tablets and mobile
phones. These systems offer a significant computing potential that can deliver orders of
magnitude more performance than traditional CPU-only based systems, and almost all of
them support execution of general-purpose parallel applications.
However, we know that nothing comes for free. In order to fully exploit the potential that
the heterogeneous multi-core/many-core systems offer, a programmer needs to combine
different low-level programming models, e.g. CUDA or OpenCL for GPUs, WHDL or
Verilog for FPGAs and OpenMP for CPUs. This involves combining different models for
CPUs and different accelerators, explicitly manage data transfers between main memory
and accelerator memory, schedule computations on the accelerators, fetch the results back
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etc. Moreover, solutions that perform well are usually tied to a specific heterogeneous
architecture and cannot easily be ported, yielding problems in terms of e.g. increased
maintainance and lack of longevity. This makes programming heterogeneous many-core
systems much harder than is already very-hard task of programming multi-core CPUs.
What is needed are high-level programming models that will hide both hardware com-
plexity of such systems, and also different models required to program them, while still
achieving the performance comparable to that of hand-crafted low-level code. Functional
programming, allowing a very high-level of abstraction without having to worry about the
actual program flow, sounds like an ideal fit to program these systems. However, bridging
the gap between high-level of abstraction and a complexity of the underlying hardware and
programming models for it has so far proven to be a too big obstacle.
In our previous work (Janjic et al., 2016), we have introduced the novel LAPEDO frame-
work for programming heterogeneous multi-core systems in Erlang. LAPEDO is based on
hybrid skeletons that can be used to abstract across low-level programming details. In this
paper, we extend this framework with novel refactorings (programmer-directed source-
level transformations). The extended framework enables the programmer to firstly focus on
finding the most appropriate parallel structure for their application, and then on ensuring
good, portable performance across a range of heterogeneous multicores. Given a OpenCL
kernel, which the programmer has written by hand, LAPEDO automatically generates the
tedious and error-prone code for creating buffers on accelerators, transferring the data
to/from them, setting the necessary parameters, scheduling the execution of computations
on accelerators, fetching the results back and so on. Furthermore, it semi-automatically,
under the programmer’s guidance, introduces calls to instances of hybrid skeletons into the
sequential code after, also semi-automatically, shaping the code in order to choose e.g. the
most appropriate data structures for the underlying hybrid skeleton.
The paper makes the following main research contributions:
1. We introduce new refactorings for introducing hybrid parallelism in Erlang (Sec-
tion 5.1) , including novel program shaping (Section 5.2) refactorings to transform
between different data structures in order to enable/improve parallelism;
2. We introduce new mechanisms to automatically generate the complex and tedious
code to offload computations to the accelerators, shedule their execution there and
retrieve the results (Section 5.3);
3. We describe how these skeletons, refactorings and tools can be integrated with the
existing Wrangler refactoring tool to give a comprehensive framework for program-
ming heterogeneous multi-core systems (Section 4);
4. We demonstrate that the LAPEDO framework, extended with the above refactorings,
allows us to produce efficient and scalable code for heterogeneous systems, achiev-
ing real speedups of up to 220 over sequential Erlang programs on a 24-core machine
with a GPU (Section 6).
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2 Parallel (Heterogeneous) Programming and Algorithmic Skeletons
2.1 Parallel Programming in Erlang
Erlang (Armstrong et al., 1993) is a strict, impure, functional programming language with
built-in support for concurrency. It supports a lightweight threading model, where pro-
cesses model small units of computation. The scheduling of processes is handled automati-
cally by the Erlang Virtual Machine, which also provides basic load balancing mechanisms.
This model thus allows the programmer to be explicit about processes and communication,
but implicit about their placement and synchronisation.
One key aspect of the Erlang design is that it adopts a shared-nothing approach1, in
which processes do not implicitly share state. This allows easier parallel decomposition
and has advantages in terms of e.g. parallel memory management, but requires shared data
to be explicitly identified. In the Erlang model, data is communicated via channels, using
explicit send and receive primitives.
We build on the lower-level process mechanisms to provide higher-level structured par-
allelism abstractions, in the form of algorithmic skeletons (described in Section 2.2), sup-
porting common patterns of parallel programming. By engaging with the Erlang process
model rather than replacing it with a completely new scheduler, as is often done, we are
able to exploit the existing scheduling and distribution mechanisms, while accelerating
specific components of an Erlang program using GPUs or other accelerators. In particular,
we can exploit all the usual Erlang distribution mechanisms to build highly-distributed and
scalable systems, where individual nodes can exploit GPUs and other accelerators using
the LAPEDO mechanisms.
2.2 Algorithmic Skeletons and the Skel Library
Algorithmic skeletons abstract commonly-used patterns of parallel computation, commu-
nication, and interaction (Cole, 1988; Cole, 2004) into parameterised templates. There
has been a long-standing connection between the skeletons community and the functional
programming community. In the functional world, skeletons are effectively higher-order
functions that can be instantiated with specific user code to give some concrete parallel
behaviour. For example, we might define a parallel map skeleton, whose functionality
is identical to a standard map function, but which creates a number of Erlang processes
(worker processes) to execute each element of the map in parallel.
Using a skeleton approach allows the programmer to adopt a top-down structured ap-
proach to parallel programming, where skeletons are composed to give the overall parallel
structure of the program. This gives a flexible semi-implicit approach, where the paral-
lelism is exposed to the programmer only through the choice of skeleton and perhaps some
specific behavioural parameters (e.g. the number of parallel processes to be created, or
how elements of the parallel list are to be grouped to reduce communication costs). Details
such as communication, task creation, task or data migration, scheduling etc. are embedded
within the skeleton implementation, which may be tailored to a specific architecture or
class of architectures. This offers an improved level of portability over the typical low-level
1 With some key exceptions, which we will cover later.
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approaches. However, it will still be necessary to tune behavioural parameters in particular
cases, and it may even be necessary to alter the parallel structure to deal with varying
architectures (especially where an application targets different classes of architecture). A
survey of algorithmic skeleton approaches can be found at (González-Vélez & Leyton,
2010).
The Skel (Brown et al., 2014c) library defines a small set (currently seven) of classical
skeletons for Erlang. Each skeleton operates over a stream of input values, producing a
corresponding stream of results. That is, the general type of a fully instantiated skeleton,
skel, is:
skel : << a >> → << b >>
here << .. . >> denotes a stream. Because each skeleton is defined as a streaming
operation, they can be freely substituted provided they have equivalent types. The same
property also allows simple composition and nesting of skeletons. This paper will consider
the following subset of the Skel skeletons, and builds upon the previous work of Janjic (Jan-
jic et al., 2016):
• func is a simple wrapper skeleton that encapsulates a function, f : a → b, as a
streaming skeleton:
{func, f} << x1,x2, . . . ,xn >> = << f x1, f x2, . . . , f xn >> .
When applied to some concrete function, func yields a streaming function:
func : (a→ b)→ ( << a >> → << b >> ).
For example, in Skel {func, fun M:f/1} denotes a func skeleton wrapping the
Erlang function, f, with M denoting the module in which f is defined, and f/1
denoting the arity of f (the explicit arity is necessary in Erlang, as one can define
functions with different arities). In the remainder of the text, we will denote the
func skeleton simply by {func, fun f}. We also note that, in Skel, the function
specified for use in a func skeleton must have an arity of 1.
• pipe models a parallel pipeline over a sequence of skeletons s1,s2, . . . ,sm as a
streaming skeleton:
{pipe,s1, . . . ,sm} << x1,x2, . . . ,xn >> =
<< sm(. . .(s1 x1)),sm(. . .(s1 x2)), . . . ,sm(. . .(s1 xn))>>
Within the pipeline, each of the si is applied in parallel to the result of the si−1. If
each si has type ai−1 → ai, then the pipeline will yield a streaming skeleton as its
result:
pipe : [am−1→ am, . . . ,a0,→ a1] → ( << a0 >> → << am >> )
For example, in Skel:
{pipe, [{func, fun f1}, {func, fun f2}, {func, fun f3}]}
denotes a parallel pipeline with three stages. Each pipeline stage is a func skeleton,
wrapping the Erlang functions, f1, f2, and f3 respectively.
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• farm models a parallel task farm with n workers, whose basic operation is the
skeleton s : << a >> → << b >> .
{farm,n,s} << x1,x2, . . . ,xn >> = perm << s x1,s x2, . . . ,s xn >>
Here the perm operation returns some permutation of the results. Each of the n
workers operates in parallel over independent values of the input stream. The farm
skeleton has the type:
farm : Nat→ (a→ b)→ ( << a >> → << b >> )
For example, in Skel:
{farm, 10, {pipe, [{func, fun f}, {func, fun g}]}}
denotes a farm where the worker is a parallel pipeline with two stages (each a func
skeleton wrapper for the functions f and g, respectively). Here, farm has 10 workers,
as specified by the second parameter, therefore running 10 independent instances of
the pipeline skeleton.
• cluster is data-parallel skeleton, which has a similar semantics to the farm in that
it applies the same operation to a stream of input elements:
{cluster,s,decomp,recomp} << x1,x2, . . . ,xn >> =
<< s x1,s x2, . . . ,s xn >> .
The parallel behaviour is, however, significantly different than that of the farm. The
parallelism in the cluster skeleton does not arise from applying the same operation
to the different elements of the input stream, as in case of the farm, but rather from
decomposing each element of an input stream into chunks (using a decomp function),
applying the same operation in parallel to each individual chunk, and recomposing
the chunks of a result into final outputs (using the recomp function). Therefore, the
cluster skeleton requires all of the input elements x1,x2, . . . ,xn to be decomposable
into smaller instances of the same type (e.g. lists or binaries). In the case when
decomp and recomp are identity functions and the input stream consists of only one
input, we get the usual map skeleton, where the function s is applied to each element
of an input data-structure in parallel.




_ -> {Chunk, Rest} = lists:split(10, X),
[ Chunk | Decomp(Rest) ]
end.
Skel = {cluster, {pipe, [{func, fun f}, {func, fun g}]},
fun decompFun/1, fun lists:flatten/1}
Skel denotes a parallel cluster skeleton that is applied to a stream of lists. Each
worker is a two-stage parallel pipeline, the decompFun function is used to decompose
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each input list into sublists (chunks) of 10 elements, and the lists:flatten function
is used to recompose the final list of results into a single list.
• feedback wraps a skeleton s : << a >> → << a >> , feeding the results of
applying s back as new inputs to s, provided they match a filter function, f : a→
bool.
feedback f s << x1,x2, . . . ,xn >> =




x, if f (x) is true
s′(s x), if f (x) is false
}
.
Operationally, feedback will apply the inner skeleton to each input in turn, merging
results from the inner skeleton ahead of any subsequent inputs where they match the
filter, and returning any results that do not match the filter. An example, in Skel:
{feedback, fun h, {pipe, [{func, fun f}, {func, fun g}]}}
denotes a feedback skeleton with a constraint checking function h, and a two-stage
pipeline acting as an inner workflow. Elements of the input stream are passed through
the inner pipeline workflow if the function h returns true when applied to the
elements, otherwise they are released from the feedback.
Internally, Skel is implemented in terms of standard Erlang processes and channels, linked
according to the skeleton structure, and using the Erlang “mailbox” to buffer messages
between skeleton instances. At the top level, the skel:do function is used to generate a
streaming skeletal program from a description of the skeletons and their parameters:
skel:do : Workflow→ ( << a >> → << b >> )
A workflow is an abstract description of a skeleton, that is used to generate the skeleton
for the program as a whole. It is defined in terms of variable-sized tuples, whose first
element is an atom that specifies the skeleton to be used, e.g. func, map, farm, or pipe; and
whose remaining elements specify the skeleton parameters. Within a workflow description,
wherever a single skeleton is allowed we will also use lists as syntactic sugar for the
compose skeleton. For example,
skel:do({farm, 10, {pipe, [{func, fun f}, {func, fun g}]}}, Input).
This defines a farm with ten workers. Each worker is defined as a sequential composition of
two skeletons, basic funcs, whose workers are respectively f and g. The fun f indicates
that f is a function that is defined in the same module as the call to skel:do, i.e. equivalent
to an undecorated partially-applied f in Haskell. The skeleton is applied to the input stream,
Input. If Input has m elements, then the result will be:
<< g( f Input1), . . . , g( f Inputm)>>
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Fig. 1. Mapping of a GPU Kernel to the GPU device.
2.3 Heterogeneous Computing
Heterogeneous multicores comprise a mixture of CPUs and accelerators. These accel-
erators may be manycore processors, such as the Intel Xeon Phi, repurposed graphics
processing units (GPUs), such as the NVidia Tesla, dedicated devices, e.g. Digital Signal
Processors (DSPs), such as MSC81xx, or even “soft processors”, e.g. Field Programmable
Gate Arrays (FPGAs), such as the the Xilinx Virtex UltraScale. Our main focus in this
paper is on the systems that comprise a multicore CPU and one or more GPUs; however,
since the target code we generate uses OpenCL, the methodology is, in principle applicable
to other classes of accelerators, although it might require additional tuning.
Compared with CPUs, GPUs offer higher performance at lower clock speeds. They also
deliver advantages in terms of energy usage per unit of performance (but often have higher
total energy usage). However, GPUs are restricted in terms of the parallelism model that is
offered (data-parallel only), and are siginificantly more difficult to program than traditional
CPU-only systems. Furthermore, GPUs typically only offer restricted memory sizes, in-
creasing the effort that is required for large or complex problems, and potentially mitigating
any performance gains. The recent class of Accelerated Processor Units (APUs), such as
the AMD Mullins A10 and NVidia Jetson TX2, attempts to alleviate this by providing
shared-memory access between the CPU and GPUs (and other on-board accelerators) as
part of a single System-On-Chip. The most sophisticated current APUs (e.g. the AMD
Mullins and Zynq Ulstrascale+ MPSoC) include CPUs and GPUs within the same device.
Conventional Approaches to GPU Programming The two most widely-used approaches
to GPU programming, CUDA and OpenCL both aim to simplify the problem of program-
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ming GPUs, providing similar portable, but low-level SIMD programming interfaces that
can be executed on either CPUs or GPUs. In each case, the basic unit of GPU computation
is a kernel, which corresponds to a function that contains inherent data-parallelism, and
which is executed by each individual logical thread. Logical threads are grouped into
thread blocks, which are mapped to the symmetric multiprocessors (SMs) of the GPU (see
Figure 1). Threads within one thread block are scheduled automatically on their associated
SM. Below is an example of a simple OpenCL kernel for adding two vectors of real
numbers:
__kernel void vecAdd( __global double *a,
__global double *b,
__global double *c,
const unsigned int n)
{
// get global thread id
int id = get_global_id(0);
// make sure we do not go out of bounds
if (id < n)
c[id] = a[id] + b[id];
}
When executing this kernel on a GPU, each GPU thread executes the kernel code inde-
pendently. Different threads will get different ids assigned to them (variable id), and will,
therefore, compute different elements of the output vector c.
Unfortunately, programmability is still generally lacking with CUDA and OpenCL:
having initially restructured (or written) the program into a data-parallel form, suitable
for SIMD execution, the programmer then needs to take care of a number of very low-level
programming aspects, including the number of threads and thread blocks, data transfers
between CPUs and GPUs, scheduling of computations on the GPUs, division of the work
between CPUs and GPUs etc. For example, even the simple kernel above requires 100-
150 lines of OpenCL code just for managing its execution on a GPU. This requires the
programmer to have a deep understanding not only of the problem that is being solved, but
also of the underlying hardware architecture. This usually results in a solution that is heav-
ily optimised for a particular hardware system and which, therefore, lacks performance
portability. Therefore, the code needs to be refactored for each new architecture. The GPU
code is also often highly fragile and likely to be error-prone.
The LAPEDO framework aims to overcome the deficiencies of GPU programming mod-
els by exploiting functional language features and principles to provide high-level abstrac-
tions over different heterogeneous processor types, and a variety of parallel structure.
2.4 GPU Programming in Erlang
Erlang has no native support for GPU programming. However, a library containing OpenCL
bindings is available2 (Rogvall, n.d.). This provides an Erlang interface to low-level OpenCL
functions to set up GPU computations, transfer data to/from the CPU, and launch GPU
2 Available to download at https://github.com/tonyrog/cl
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kernels implemented in OpenCL plus basic marshalling mechanisms between binary data
structures in Erlang and C arrays. An example Erlang code that uses this library is given
in 5.3. While enabling programmers to write their code in Erlang, this library does not
simplify GPU programming, since the programmer is still required to write code that is
equivalent to programming directly in OpenCL. In the LAPEDO framework, we build on
this library and automate the process of generating the bookkeeping OpenCL code.
3 Refactoring Tool Support
Refactoring is the process of changing the internal structure of a program, while preserv-
ing its (functional) behaviour. In contrast to general program transformations, refactoring
focuses on purely structural changes rather than on changes to program functionality,
and is generally applied semi-automatically (i.e. under programmer direction), rather than
fully automatically. This allows programmer knowledge about e.g. safety properties to be
exploited, and so permits a wider range of possible transformations. Refactoring has many
advantages over traditional transformation and fully automated approaches, including (but
not limited to):
• Refactoring is aimed at improving the design of software. As programmers change
software to meet new requirements, so the code loses structure; regular refactoring
helps tidy up the code to retain a good structure (Fowler, 1999).
• Refactoring makes software easier to understand. Programmers often write software
without considering future developers. Refactoring can enable the code to better
communicate its purpose (Fowler, 1999).
• Refactoring encourages code reuse by removing duplicated code (Brown & Thomp-
son, 2010).
• Refactoring helps the programmer to program faster and more effectively by encour-
aging good program design (Fowler, 1999).
• Refactoring helps the programmer to reduce bugs. As refactorings typically generate
code automatically, it is easy to guarantee that this code is safe and correct (Sultana
& Thompson, 2008).
The term “refactoring” was first introduced by Opdyke in his 1992 PhD thesis (Opdyke,
1992), but the concept goes back at least to Darlington and Burstall’s 1977 fold/unfold
transformation system (Burstall & Darlington, 1977), which aimed to improve code main-
tainability by transforming Algol-style recursive loops into a pattern-matching style com-
monly used today. Historically, most refactoring was performed manually with the help of
text editor “search and replace” facilities. However, in the last couple of decades, a diverse
range of refactoring tools have become available for various programming languages,
that aid the programmer by offering a selection of automatic refactorings. For example,
the most recent release of IntelliJ IDEA refactorer supports 35 distinct refactorings for
Java (Fields et al., 2006). Typical refactorings include variable renaming (changes all
instances of a variable that are in scope to a new name), parameter adding (introduces
a new parameter to a function definition and updates all relevant calls to that function with
a placeholder), function extraction (lifts a selected block of code into its own function) and
function inlining.
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Fig. 2. Program Shaping and Hybrid Skeleton Refactorings in Wrangler.
3.1 Refactoring for Functional Languages
Whilst the refactoring community has produced a great deal of work on refactoring for the
object-oriented paradigm (Dig et al., 2009), the concept is nevertheless applicable to a wide
range of programming styles and approaches. Functional programming is no exception
to this. Indeed, Darlington and Burstall’s transformation system for recursive functions
produces code that would not be out of place in modern functional programs (Burstall &
Darlington, 1977). The University of Kent has since produced the HaRe (Brown et al.,
2010) and Wrangler (Li et al., 2008) refactoring tools for Haskell and Erlang respectively.
Both tools are implemented in their respective languages, and offer a number of standard
refactorings. Wrangler is implemented in Erlang and is integrated into both Emacs and
Eclipse (Figure 2). We exploit a recent Wrangler extension which allows refactorings to be
expressed as AST traversal strategies in terms of their pre-conditions and transformation
rules.
3.2 Refactoring for Parallelism Introduction and Tuning
Some recent work has attempted to exploit refactoring technology to introduce and tune
parallelism. For example, we have developed prototype refactorings for parallel Haskell
using the HaRe (Brown et al., 2010) system, and also extended Wrangler with a num-
ber of novel refactorings to introduce and tune parallelism using skeletons via the Skel
library (Brown et al., 2014c). We have extended this work to introduce and tune skeletons
in C/C++ (Brown et al., 2014a) using the FastFlow skeleton library, embedding our refac-
torings in the Eclipse IDE. In addition to the general advantages above, there are a number
of specific advantages to using refactoring for parallelism introduction and tuning:
• Using a refactoring tool to introduce skeletons (instead of manual insertion) means
that the programmer has to understand and remember less. This enables them to
concentrate more on the design of the program.
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• A refactoring tool can help minimise changes between different releases or imple-
mentations of skeletons.
• By design, a refactoring tool will not allow a user to break their programs. Introduc-
ing an incorrect skeleton, for example, is simply not allowed.
These advantages are exploited by LAPEDO (described in more detail in Section 4). In this
paper, we will also take the concept of parallel refactoring further, however: by introducing
novel refactorings that introduce hybrid skeletons for heterogeneous systems, and by using
refactoring for program shaping.
3.2.1 The PaRTE Refactoring Tool for Erlang.
The prototype refactorings presented in this paper have been implemented in the Para-
phrase Refactoring Tool for Erlang (PaRTE). PaRTE integrates capabilities of the Refac-
torErl (Bozo et al., 2011) and Wrangler (Li et al., 2008) refactoring/program analysis tools
into a new parallelisation framework that can be used to identify parallel patterns and
determine the best implementations of those patterns (Bozó et al., 2014). Both the pat-
tern candidate detection/assessment and semantics-preserving transformation steps require
thorough syntactic and semantic analysis. This is achieved by exploiting the RefactorErl
and Wrangler refactoring tools, which implement specific compile-time analyses, and sup-
port syntax-based transformations. RefactorErl implements a wide range of static semantic
analyses, including scope analysis of various language entities, side-effect analysis and
callee approximation of dynamic function calls. Most of these (higher-level) semantic
analyses build on results from dataflow and type analyses. Based on the information un-
covered by the semantic analyses, RefactorErl can determine non-trivial properties of code
fragments. In the integrated PaRTE framework, it is therefore used to perform pattern
discovery and evaluation. Conversely, Wrangler has a mature user interface for performing
simple code rewriting, which makes it a good choice for a tool to carry out parallelisation
transformations. In the integrated PaRTE framework, Wrangler is responsible for defin-
ing and executing shaping transformations, and for turning sequential computations into
instances of parallel algorithmic skeletons.
Figure 2 shows PaRTE in Emacs, presenting a menu of refactorings for the user. Like
most interactive semi-automatic refactoring tools, the user follows a number of steps in
order to invoke a refactoring:
1. The user starts with either an Emacs or an Eclipse session, with their sequential or
parallel code.
2. The user identifies and highlights a portion of code that is amenable for refactoring
in the text editor.
3. The appropriate refactoring is then selected from the Wrangler drop down menu.
This step requires user-knowledge.
4. PaRTE will then ask the user for any additional parameters, such as the number of
workers, any additional functions, or any additional information, such as new names
for any new definitions that may be introduced by the refactoring process.
5. PaRTE then checks the pre-conditions, and if the pre-conditions hold, the program
is transformed by the tool, depending on the refactoring rule being invoked.
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Fig. 3. Overview of the process of parallelisation of Erlang programs using LAPEDO.
6. The source code in the editor is automatically changed to reflect the refactored
program.
This process is also described in (Brown et al., 2014c).
4 The LAPEDO Framework
LAPEDO aims to guide the programmer in the process of converting a sequential or con-
current Erlang program into an equivalent parallel version that can be executed efficiently
on a heterogeneous multicore system. While LAPEDO primarily targets CPU+GPU com-
binations, it can also, in principle, be used for other kinds of heterogeneous system that
support the OpenCL model (e.g. ones with FPGAs and/or Xeon Phis as well). LAPEDO is
built around the PaRTE refactoring tool (Section 3.2.1) and the Skel library (Section 2.2).
Three main novelties that LAPEDO brings to these tools, and which enable programming
of heterogeneous machines, are:
• hybrid skeletons that can have both CPU and GPU components (Section 4.1);
• new refactorings for introduction of hybrid skeletons and program shaping to convert
the data into the format suitable for processing on GPUs (Section 5.1);
• a GPU Code Generation tool that generates the code for GPU components of hybrid
skeletons (Section 5.3).
Figure 3 provides an overview of the process that is involved in transforming an existing
Erlang application into a parallel equivalent using LAPEDO. This method is described in
a EU deliverable that was released as part of the FP7 ParaPhrase Project (Brown, 2015)
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in more detail. The programmer starts with a sequential (or concurrent) CPU application
and an OpenCL kernel that provides a GPU implementation for suitable operations in the
application. The programmer then performs the following steps (which may be repeated if
necessary):
1. Program shaping. The programmer first uses Wrangler to apply any necessary pro-
gram shaping transformations. For example, as described in Section 2.4, the basic
Erlang OpenCL bindings only support the transfer of binary data to the GPU, so
any data-structure that is to be used by the GPU kernel must be converted into
binaries, together with the associated operations. These, and other program shap-
ing transformations, are described in more detail in Section 5.2. This step is semi-
automatic, requiring the programmer to select the regions of the code that need to be
transformed, and to choose the appropriate transformations;
2. GPU code generation. In the next step, the programmer invokes the GPU Code
Generator to generate Erlang code for the GPU components of the future hybrid
application. This generates code to link with and execute GPU kernels (e.g. to man-
age data transfers to/from the GPU and to schedule the GPU computations), based
on programmer-supplied information about the kernels. The GPU Code Generator
is described in more detail in Section 5.3. This step is semi-automatic, requiring the
programmer to supply information about the GPU kernels;
3. Introduction of hybrid patterns. Finally, the programmer uses Wrangler again to
refactor the shaped CPU code in order to introduce hybrid skeletons. This results
in a hybrid application that uses the GPU components that have been generated in
the previous step. Hybrid skeletons are described in more detail in Section 4.1, and
the refactorings that introduce them are described in Section 5.1. This step is semi-
automatic, requiring the programmer to select the regions of the code that can be
parallelised using high-level parallel patterns and to choose the appropriate hybrid
pattern from the Skel library.
We will use the parallelisation of an N-Body Simulation to illustrate how the LAPEDO
framework can be used in practice. This application is a simulation of a dynamic system
of particles under the influence of external forces. It is commonly used in astronomy, for
example, to simulate movements of the planets. The simulation proceeds in a number of it-
erations, each of which computes a new position for each particle, based on its interactions
with all the other particles in the system. The core of the application is the nbody function:
nbody(Parts,Dt,0) -> Parts;
nbody(Parts, Dt, NrIters) ->
NewParts = lists:map (fun(X) -> nbody_one_part_cpu (X,Parts,Dt) end, Parts),
nbody(NewParts, Dt, NrIters-1).
This function applies the nbody_one_part_cpu function to each element of the input list
of particles, Part. Dt is a constant that is passed to the nbody_one_part_cpu function. The
nbody_one_part_cpu function is given below:
nbody_one_part_cpu(Part, Particles,Dt) ->
{Ax,Ay,Az} = calc_acc_vector_list (Part, Particles),
{X,Y,Z,M,Vx,Vy,Vz,_} = Part,
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Xnew = X + Dt*Vx + 0.5*Dt*Dt*Ax,
Ynew = Y + Dt*Vy + 0.5*Dt*Dt*Ay,
Znew = Z + Dt*Vz + 0.5*Dt*Dt*Az,
Vxnew = Vx + Dt*Ax,
Vynew = Vy + Dt*Ay,
Vznew = Vz + Dt*Az,
{Xnew,Ynew,Znew,M,Vxnew,Vynew,Vznew,0}.
The auxiliary calc_acc_vector_list function is a simple fold over the list of particles:
calc_acc_vector_list (Part,Particles) ->
lists:foldl(fun(X,Sum) -> add_to_acc_list(X,Sum,Part) end,
{0,0,0}, Particles).
We omit the definition of the add_to_acc_list function. We also assume that we have
available an OpenCL kernel nbodyKernel that applies the nbdoy_one_part_cpu function
to a chunk of particles. We can see that the main part of the code (in the nbody function)
involves applying the same function to a list of particles. This suggests that it can be
parallelised by using a farm or cluster skeleton. Since each individual computation on
particles is relatively small but the total number of particles involved is potentially large,
we have chosen to use a chunking pattern (so as to group particles into coarse-grained
chunks that will be processed sequentially by worker processes), and use LAPEDO for
parallelisation as follows:
1. We first need to perform some program shaping transformations in order to prepare
the code for the introduction of the chunking pattern. Since the idea is to split the
initial list of particles into a list of lists (chunks) and then apply sequentially the
nbody_one_part_cpu function to these chunks, nbody_one_part_cpu will need to be
applied to chunks of particles, rather than to just the individual particles. However,
since we have a GPU kernel that calculates nbody_one_part_cpu for a chunk of
particles, and since GPU kernels can only operate on binary data, our instance of the
chunk skeleton needs to work on binaries rather than with lists. We, therefore, apply
the ListChunking and ListToBinary program shaping refactorings from Section 5.2 to
modify the nbody_one_part_cpu to: i) operate on chunks of particles; and ii) operate
on binary data. Since Erlang binaries are essentially just streams of bytes, we need
to specify the size (in bytes) of each data item (particle in our case), so that we can
correctly apply the binary map and fold functions. The resulting code introduces the




The binary8Map function maps over a binary object where each data item is precisely
8 bytes long. Since it contains no explicit operations over binaries, the body of the
nbody_one_part_cpu function remains unchanged. However, the calc_acc_vector_list
must be changed to use a binary fold rather than the original list version:
calc_acc_vector_list (Part,Particles) ->
binary8Foldl(fun(X,Sum) -> add_to_acc_list(X,Sum,Part) end,
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{0,0,0}, Particles).
As with binary8Map, binary8Foldl operates over 8-byte wide binary data.
2. We can then invoke the GPU Code Generator to generate a wrapper around the GPU
kernel, creating a GPU component, nbody_chunk_gpu, whose functionality is iden-
tical to that of nbody_chunk_cpu. Certain parameters, such as K#kwork.localSize
and K#kwork.globalSize, cannot be automatically generated at present, however,
and therefore need to be supplied by the programmer. The generated code is shown
below:
nbody_chunk_gpu(Chunk, Particles, Dt) ->
%% set up the environment
E = clu:setup(all),
{ok,Program} = clu:build_source(E, program(ok)),




















%% Set kernel arguments
ok = cl:set_kernel_arg(Kernel, 0, ChunkInBuffer),
ok = cl:set_kernel_arg(Kernel, 1, ParticlesInBuffer),
...
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[E1,E2]),
...











%% return the result
Result.
3. Finally, since we now have the CPU and GPU components (nbody_chunk_cpu) and
nbody_chunk_gpu), and both operate over binary chunks, we can introduce the clus-
ter skeleton. We apply the IntroduceHybridCluster refactoring from Section 5.1 to
obtain the following parallel version of the main function.
Struct = {hyb_cluster, [{hyb_map, [{func, fun(X) ->
nbody_cpu(X,Particles,Dt) end}],
[{func, fun(X) ->
nbody_gpu(X, Particles, Dt) end}]}],




4. This code can then undergo further refactorings to make it more readable., using
the Wrangler built in refactorings, such as Function Extraction (Li et al., 2008).
For example, extracting out the CPU and GPU components into top-level functions,
as shown below. Further refactorings could also be applied to lift other definitions
simplifying the code further, if desired.
Struct = {hyb_cluster, [{hyb_map, [{func, fun ncpu/1}],
[{func, fun ngpu/1}]}],
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4.1 Hybrid Skeletons in Lapedo
Hybrid skeletons that Lapedo provides were described in detail in (Janjic et al., 2016).
Here, we just give a brief overview of them, relevant to the refactorings presented in
Sections 5. The skeletons provided are:
• Hybrid Farm represents a hybrid variant of a farm skeleton, where the same opera-
tion is applied to a set of independent input values. The hybrid variant has different
implementations of the operation for each of the different types of processors in the
system. Currently, CPUs and GPUs are supported as the processor types. We support
either explicit or implicit distribution of work between different kinds of workers, as
described in (Janjic et al., 2016). The syntax of the hybrid farm skeleton is
{hyb_farm, CPUWorkflow, GPUWorkflow, [NCPUWorkers, NGPUWorkers]}
where CPUWorkflow and GPUWorkflow represent CPU and GPU implementations of
the farm operation, and optional parameters NCPUWorkers and NGPUWorkers denote
the number of CPU and GPU workers, in the case that the work needs to be explicitly
divided between the two worflows (using NCPUWorkers:NGPUWorkers ratio between
work executed on CPU and GPU).
• Hybrid Cluster skeleton accepts an input stream of tasks, decomposes each task into
chunks of subtasks and passes them to one of the two inner workflows (CPU or
GPU workflow, similar as in the hybrid farm skeleton). There are several different
variants of the hyb_cluster skeleton, differing in whether the programmer provides
the decomposition and recomposition functions, otherwise these are automatically
provided by the library. In the paper, we consider two versions:
— {hyb_cluster, CPUfl, GPUfl, MinChSz, Ratio, NCPUW, NGPUW}, where each
element of an input stream is a list and CPUfl and GPUfl are CPU and GPU
workflows that process list chunks (sublists). MinChSz is the minimum size of a
list chunk, which can be chosen so that the GPUfl executed on a chunk of that size
gives the maximum parallelism (e.g. MinChSz can be chosen to be a maximum
number of list items that the GPU can process at the same time). Ratio is the
ratio between the time it takes to process a chunk of MinChSz using CPUfl and
GPUfl, and NCPUW and NGPUW are number of processes executing CPUfl and GPUfl
workflows. In the case where there is no nesting, i.e. where hyb_cluster is the
top-level skeleton and CPUfl and GPUfl are func skeletons, NCPUW and NGPUW
should be set to the number of CPU cores and the number of physical GPU
devices available in the system, respectively.
— {hyb_cluster, CPUfl, GPUfl, Ratio, SzFun, MkChFun, RecompFun}. This ver-
sion does not assume that the elements of an input stream are lists. Here, pro-
grammer provides functions for determining the size of an element (SzFun),
creating a chunk of work with a specified size from an element of an input stream
(MkChFun) and recomposing a list of chunks into a data structure of the output
element (RecompFun). This skeleton uses a generic decomposition function, that
successively calls MkChFun to decompose an element of an input stream into a list
of chunks, tagging them in the process and passing them to the inner workflows.
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5 LAPEDO Refactorings for Hybrid Skeletons and Program Shaping
All refactorings given in this paper will be described as semi-formal rewrite rules, operating
over the abstract syntax tree (AST) of the source program. These definitions reflect the
implementation of the below refactorings in Wrangler. Since Wrangler allows refactorings
to be undone as part of its standard functionality, only the rules for introducing patterns, or
otherwise applying the desired transformations, are described and not their inverse. Each
refactoring has a set of conditions ensuring that the transformation is valid, a description
of the syntax to be transformed, and a description of the syntax following successful
transformation. Conditions are given as predicates to each rule.
Each rewrite rule operates within an environment, γ , allowing access and reference to
the current scope of the rewrite rule within the source program. This includes a set of all
available functions, F. The skeleton library Skel, and the skeletons it provides, introduced
as part of some below refactorings, are denoted by the set S.
S= {skel, f̄ , pipe, f arm, f arm′, f arm′′,cluster,cluster′,cluster′′}
For all rewrite rules, S is assumed to be in scope; to ensure this, we extend γ:
Γ = γ ∪ S
We next define a series of semantic equivalences to allow for more concise rewrite rules.
Each equivalence is subject to a series of predicates under which it is valid, and is defined
in the form:
s̄,xs ∈ Γ,xs : list a ` skel(s̄,xs) = skel : do(s̄,xs)
Where s̄ represents any valid skeleton in S, i.e. S/{skel}; and xs evaluates to a list where
all elements have the same type. Semantic equivalences are defined for func, pipe, farm,
and cluster skeletons.
Γ, f ∈ F ` f̄ = {func,F f }
s̄1, s̄2 ∈ Γ ` pipe(s̄1, . . . , s̄2) = {pipe, [s̄1, . . . , s̄2]}
s̄ ∈ Γ,n ∈ N+ ` f arm(s̄,n) = {farm, s̄,n}
s̄ ∈ Γ, p,c ∈ F ` cluster(s̄, p,c) = {cluster, s̄,Fp,Fc}
As Erlang functions may be referenced by variable, name, or definition of anonymous func-
tion, we denote F f to be any valid reference to a given function f . Semantic equivalences
for both the new hybrid farm and and hybrid cluster skeletons are defined thus:
s̄c, s̄g ∈ Γ ` f arm′(s̄c, s̄g) = {hyb farm, s̄c, s̄g}
s̄c, s̄g ∈ Γ,n,m ∈ N0,n+m > 0 ` f arm′′(s̄c, s̄g,n,m) = {hyb farm, s̄c, s̄g,n,m}
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s̄c, s̄g ∈ Γ,
n ∈ N+,
x,y ∈ N0,
x+ y > 0,
m ∈ R+
` cluster′(s̄c, s̄g,n,x,y,m) = {hyb cluster, s̄c, s̄g,n,x,y,m}
s̄c, s̄g ∈ Γ,
g,h, i ∈ F,
n ∈ R+
` cluster′′(s̄c, s̄g,n,g,h, i) = {hyb cluster, s̄c, s̄g,Fg,Fh,Fi}
Using these semantic equivalences, rewrite rules are defined for each refactoring intro-
duced in the following sections.
5.1 Refactorings to Introduce Hybrid Skeletons
The Introduce Hybrid Map (which we also sometimes refer to as IntroduceHybridCluster)
refactoring is used to insert an instance of a hybrid cluster.
Γ, s̄g ∈ S,n ∈ N+,x,y ∈ N0,m ∈ R+ ` f̄ 7→ cluster′( f̄ , s̄g,n,m,x,y)
Γ, s̄g ∈ S,n ∈ R+,g,h, i ∈ F ` f̄ 7→ cluster′′( f̄ , s̄g,n,g,h, i)
HybMapIntroSeq requires an environment, Γ; a skeleton, s̄g, that has been generated using
the GPU offloading generator from Section 5.3; the number of CPU workers, x; the number
of GPU workers, y; the minimum chunk size n; and the CPU to GPU ratio m, which could
be generated using, e.g., the work division algorithm described in (Janjic et al., 2016). The
rule matches the highlighted expression, f̄ , and transforms it into a hyp_cluster skeleton
with appropriate arguments. The pre-conditions verify: i) that the appropriate functions are
in scope (i.e., defined within the environment, Γ); ii) that the number of CPU and GPU
workers may individually be zero, but must sum to a strictly positive natural number; iii)
that the minimum chunk size is also a strictly positive natural number; and iv) that the CPU
to GPU ratio is a strictly positive real number. The second Introduce Hybrid Map rewrite
rule acts in a similar way, but serves to instead introduce the second form of the Hybrid
Cluster skeleton.
The Introduce Hybrid Farm refactoring is similar to Introduce Hybrid Map and it is used
to insert an instance of a hybrid farm.
Γ, s̄g ∈ S ` f̄ 7→ f arm′( f̄ , s̄g)
Γ, s̄g ∈ S,n,m ∈ N0 ` f̄ 7→ f arm′′( f̄ , s̄g,n,m)
It requires an environment, Γ, a skeleton s̄g that has been generated using the GPU offload-
ing generator from Section 5.3, and optionally the number of CPU and GPU workers, n
and m. Unlike in the previous Introduce Hybrid Map refactoring, Introduce Hybrid Farm
does not require user-supplied minimum chunk size or CPU to GPU ratio values.
Note that the pre-conditions listed above do not include checks to ensure that introduc-
tion of the farm skeleton does not also introduce race conditions in the code. These checks
are outside of the scope of this paper and we currently rely on the programmer to ensure
that the portion of the code where the farm will be introduced is, indeed, side-effects free.
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In similar refactorings that we have implemented for C++ in other work (Brown et al.,
2019), we have a technolgy that checks for race conditions in loops that are turned into
skeletons and, furthermore, in some cases suggests the code transformation that can avoid
these race conditions. A similar technology could be applied to Erlang.
5.2 Refactorings for Tuning and Type Translation
These refactorings do not introduce any parallelism themselves, but facilitate tuning of
parallelism and prepare the original source so that it is easier to introduce parallelism. Ex-
amples may include chunking inputs and altering data representations. These refactorings
are useful for improving memory and space usage, and are also required for marshalling
data to a GPU.
5.2.1 Introduce Chunking
Parallelisation introduces overheads in the form of copying and transmission costs. To
maximise performance gains, these overheads should be kept to a minimum, and tasks
should be large enough to make their copying and transmission worth it. Should tasks be
too small, or are not as large as desired, grouping, or chunking, tasks together can be a
simple solution. Chunking can be accomplished with the aid of the Introduce Chunking
refactoring (Brown et al., 2014c). The rules for it are shown below.
xs : list a ∈ Γ,
f ∈ F, l ∈ N+ ` [ f (x) || x← xs] 7→ skel(map( f̄ ),chunk(xs, l))
Γ, l ∈ N+ ` skel( f arm(s̄,n),xs) 7→ skel(map(s̄),chunk(xs, l))
The first rule matches a list comprehension, and taking a chunk size l, transforms the com-
prehension into a call to skel with a map skeleton over a func of the original comprehension
function, f . The function, chunk, is introduced over the original input, xs, and takes l as
a parameter. The chunk function is provided as part of the skel library; we include its
semantic equivalence rule below.
xs : list a ∈ Γ, l ∈ N+ ` chunk(xs, l) = skel : chunk(xs, l)
The second rule may serve to tune already introduced skeletons, matching a task farm and
transforming it into a map over the skeleton, s̄ originally nested within the farm, with the
original input chunked in the same manner as the first rule.
5.2.2 List to Binary.
The Erlang concurrency model is shared-nothing. This means that all data must be copied
between processes. One exception being binaries, which are normally passed by reference.
Converting a list that is shared between processes to a binary form can have a significant
positive impact on performance, since only the reference to the binary is copied between
processes and not the data (Barwell et al., 2016). Conversion is also necessary when
marshalling data to a GPU kernel.
Conversion between two data representations, such as lists and binaries, is made non-
trivial in Erlang through a combination of differences in APIs between the two represen-
tations, and Erlang’s dynamic typing. The latter allowing each element in lists and other
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collection types to be of a different type. Accordingly, the programmer must know the
type of each of the elements in the list to be transformed, in addition to the differences in
API. Further still, should one part be changed to a different representation, the programmer
must manually follow and transform all statements affected by that one transformation, a
process during which error can easily be introduced and go unnoticed during compilation.
A list to binary refactoring has been developed to address these problems (Barwell et al.,
2016). The top-level rewrite rule for the refactoring is given below.
x ∈ Γ ` Ex:list a 7→∗ Ex:binary a
The refactoring takes as argument a variable, x, of type list whose elements are of all the
same type, to be transformed to a binary whose elements are of the same type and size. The
rule discovers the set of all statements that define or influence x, denoted E , and transforms
them through application of a series of rewrite rules to their binary equivalents. This
refactoring is a composite refactoring, meaning it applies a series of sub-rewrite rules in
turn to each statement in such a way that the overarching change does not break functional
correctness.
In order to illustrate this refactoring, consider the get_particles function:
get_particles(Data) ->
lists:foldl(fun(X, Acc) -> {Str, _} = string:to_float(X),
[Str | Acc] end,
[],string:tokens(Data," ")).
This is part of our N-Body example from Section 6.1. It takes a string, Data, that contains
space-separated floating-point numbers, and returns a list of these numbers. Suppose that,
instead of a list, we require get_particles to return a binary. We can achieve this by
applying ListToBinary to the body of get_particles:
get_particles(Data) ->
lists:foldl(fun(X, Acc) -> {Str, _} = string:to_float(X),
T = <<Str/float>>,
<<T/binary, Acc/binary>> end,
<<>>, string:tokens(Data, " ")).
Here, the list pattern [Str|Acc], and ultimate output of the foldl function is selected as
a target for translation. The list pattern is replaced with an equivalent binary pattern. We
also change the initial value to the foldl to ensure that functional correctness is maintained.
Since the result of the foldl operation is also the result of the function itself, the refactoring
must also transform, where necessary, any expressions where get_particles is called.
5.3 Generating GPU Worker Code (Offloading)
We now describe our automatic tool for generating GPU worker code (based on the work
described in (Brown, 2015)). A GPU worker is essentially a wrapper for a GPU kernel
that performs the actual useful work, and is executed on a CPU. The wrapper takes care of
data transfers between the CPU and GPU, sets appropriate parameters of the GPU kernel,
and finally schedules the kernel for execution on a GPU. For now, we will assume that the
kernel is provided by the programmer, although in future we intend to extend our approach
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to also automatically generate OpenCL kernels from (simplified) Erlang source code. The
programmer starts by supplying an Erlang module that contains all the parameters that
are needed for the generation process. This includes: the name of the Erlang module to
be generated; its path; details of the GPU kernel arguments, including the names of the
arguments, whether or not they are inputs or outputs to the kernel, and their size, in bytes;
and finally a flag to indicate whether the parameter is local, global or private.
kernel_arguments() ->
[ {input, "Chunk", "byte_size(Chunk)", global},
..., {input, "", "", local}, {input, "Dt", "", private} ].
Generating the kwork Record. A new Erlang module with the specified name is now
generated by the tool. The module includes the definition of a record, kwork, whose fields
contain all the necessary kernel buffers, work group sizes, clock frequency settings etc.,
that are needed by the GPU kernel. Here, e1, e2 and e2 are generated names that refer
to the events that will capture the enqueueing of data into the three programmer-supplied
buffers.
-record(kwork, { program, kernel, queue, local, freq, units, weight,
e1,e2,e3, imem, omem, isize, idata,
chunkInBuffer, particlesInBuffer, chunkOutBuffer, result }).
Generating the Erlang Function. A new Erlang function is then generated, whose ar-
guments are the supplied global and local sizes for the kernel, plus the data for the input
buffers to the kernel. The first step in setting up the kernel involves loading and building
the kernel. When this is done, the next step is to set various kernel parameters, such as the
clock frequency, etc.:
do_nbody_gpu(Chunk, Particles, Dt, ChunkSize) ->
E = clu:setup(all),
{ok,Program} = clu:build_source(E, program(ok)),
{ok,Kernel} = cl:create_kernel(Program, "nbody_kern"),
Kws = map( fun(Device) ->
{ok,Queue} = cl:create_queue(E#cl.context,Device,[]),
...
#kwork{ queue=Queue, ...} end, E#cl.devices),
The next step involves creating the buffers that are needed to marshal the data that is
transferred to and from the GPU kernel. This code is generated automatically using the
supplied kernel arguments.




K#kwork {chunkInBuffer=ChunkInBuffer, ... } end, Kws),
The next step involves enqueueing the data into the buffers, and then setting the kernel
arguments, so that each buffer is assigned to the correct kernel argument. Once the data is
enqueued, the kernel can be run on the GPU.
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Kws4 = map( fun(K) ->
{ok,E1} = cl:enqueue_write_buffer(K#kwork.queue, K#kwork.chunkInBuffer,
0, byte_size(Chunk), Chunk, []),
{ok,E2} = ...
ok = cl:set_kernel_arg(K#kwork.kernel, 0, K#kwork.chunkInBuffer),
...
{ok,E6} = cl:enqueue_nd_range_kernel(K#kwork.queue, K#kwork.kernel,
[Global], [Local], [E1,...]),




K2#kwork {result = Result, e1=E1,... }
Finally, the buffers are released and deallocated, and the result is returned.
Bs = map( fun(K) ->




In this section, we evaluate our overall framework on four small but realistic examples,
taken from different application domains: particle tracing (N-Body), evolutionary comput-
ing (Ant Colony Optimisation), image processing (Image Merge) and simulations (Football
Simulation). For each example, we go through several phases in the process of paral-
lelisation. Starting from an initial version that has no parallelism and a user-provided
OpenCL GPU kernel: i) we first do an initial parallelisation by introducing CPU-only
skeletons; ii) we refine this parallelisation using program shaping refactorings, in order
to improve performance and/or to prepare the code for introducing hybrid skeletons; and,
iii) we extend the initial parallelisation using hybrid skeletons. We omit the step where
we generate Erlang GPU code from a given OpenCL kernel, as the resulting code is very
similar for all of the examples. All of the steps are carried out semi-automatically using
Wrangler and the refactorings from described in Section 5. We also evaluate the speedups
that we obtain for various versions of the parallel code. We have used two experimental
platforms: i) titanic experimental platforms which has two 2.3GHz 12-core AMD Opteron
6176 processors, and an NVidia Tesla C2050 Fermi GPU with 448 CUDA cores, running
CentOS Linux; and, ii) xookik, with a 12-core 3.06 GHz Intel Xeon X5675 processor and
NVidia Fermi GPU.
In addition to the refactorings for introducing hybrid skeletons, described in Section 5,
we will also use refactorings to introduce/tune non-hybrid versions of skeletons, such as
ParMapIntroFunc, IntroduceTaskFarm,ParFeedbackIntro and so on, described in (Brown
et al., 2014b).
6.1 N-Body
N-Body application was described in Section 4. As a reminder, the core of the application
is the nbody function:
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Speedups for hybrid version of N-Body on Titanic
(b) Hybrid Skeletons
Fig. 4. Speedups for the N-Body Simulation on Titanic
nbody(Parts,0) -> Parts;
nbody(Parts, NrIters) ->
NewParts = lists:map (fun(X) -> nbody_cpu (X,Parts) end, Parts),
nbody(NewParts, NrIters-1).
The code is parallelised using the farm (for CPU-only versions) and hyb_farm skeletons
(for a CPU/GPU version). We have three different CPU-only versions: list version, binary
version and ETS version. In the list version, particles, as well as chunks of works that
need to be sent to the worker processes are kept in lists. Thus, when sending work to
a worker process, the whole list needs to be copied. In the binary version, particles and
chunks of work are kept in binaries, allowing us to avoid the costs of copying of the data to
the worker processes, but slowing down access to individual particles. Finally, in the ETS
version, particles and chunks of work are kept in ETS tables, allowing efficient access to
individual particles and avoiding the costs of copying the data.
Figure 4(a) shows the speedups that we obtained for the CPU-only versions of the code.
The input consists of 20 000 particles, with randomly chosen initial coordinates. We can
observe that all the versions scale reasonably well, and that there is a small, but notable
benefit in using binaries over lists, and ETS tables over binaries.
Speedups of the hybrid version of the N-Body simulation are given in 4(b). We can
observe that the best speedup is obtained when using only one GPU. Adding CPU cores
only slows down the execution. The reason for this is that the GPU is, for this particular
computation, massively faster than the CPU cores.
6.2 Ant Colony Optimisation
Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) (den Besten et al., 2000) is a heuristic for solving NP-
complete optimisation problems. In this paper, we apply ACO to the Single Machine Total
Weighted Tardiness Problem (SMTWTP) optimisation problem, where we are given n
jobs and each job, i, is characterised by its processing time, pi (Ps in the code below),
deadline, di (Ds in the code below), and weight, wi (Ws in the code below). The goal
is to find the schedule of jobs that minimises the total weighted tardiness, defined as
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Speedups for hybrid version of N-Body on Xookik
(b) Hybrid Version
Fig. 5. Speedups for the N-Body Simulation on Xookik
∑wi ·max{0,Ci− di}, where Ci is the completion time of the job, i. The ACO solution
to the SMTWTP problem consists of a number of iterations, where in each iteration each
ant independently computes a schedule, and is biased by a pheromone trail (Tau in the code
below). The pheromone trail is stronger along previously successful routes and is defined
by a matrix, τ , where τ[i, j] is the preference of assigning job j to the i-th place in the
schedule. After all ants compute their solution, the best solution is chosen as the “running
best”; the pheromone trail is updated accordingly, and the next iteration is started. The
main part of the program is given below:
iterate_ants(_,_, _, _, _, _, 0) ->
[];
iterate_ants(NrAnts, NrJobs, Ps, Ds, Ws, Tau, NrIters) ->
Scheds = lists:map(fun(X) -> find_solution(NrJobs, Ps, Ws, Ds, Tau) end,
lists:seq(1, NrAnts)),
{BestCost, BestSchedule} = pick_best(Scheds),
NewTau = update(NrJobs, BestCost, BestSchedule, Tau),
iterate_ants(NrAnts, NrJobs, Ps, Ds, Ws, NewTau, NrIters-1)].
ant_colony(InputFile, NrAnts, NrIters) ->
{NrJobs, Ps, Ws, Ds, Tau} = init(InputFile),
iterate_ants(NrAnts, NrJobs, Ps, Ds, Ws, Tau, NrIters).
The main function is iterate_ants, which is evaluated NrIters times. It first calculates
Scheds, a list of schedules produced by individual ants. Then, it picks the running best
schedule using pick_best function, updates the pheromone trail according to this schedule
using update function, and then moves on to the next iteration. In the main function,
ant_colony, an input is read into lists Ps, Ws, Ds and Tau using the init function, and
then the iterate_ants function is called.
The overall structure of this application is similar to that of N-Body that was discussed
in the previous section, though parallelisation is slightly more complicated. The initial par-
allelisation using Wrangler introduces a chunk skeleton in place of the original lists:map
application in iterate_ants, using the ParMapIntroFunc refactoring. Ants are, therefore,
grouped in chunks, with as many chunks as there are CPU workers in the instance of
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the sekelton. This map is then linked, using a pipeline introduced by the ParPipeIntro
refactoring, to a modified version of the pick_best function. The whole pipeline is then
wrapped into a feedback skeleton, using the ParFeedbackIntro refactoring. Relevant parts
of the code, after refactoring, are given below:
create_task_list({NrWs, NrAnts, NrJobs, Ps, Ws, Ds, Tau, NrIters}) ->
Size = NrAnts div NrWs,
Rem = NrAnts rem NrWs,
ChunkSizes = lists:duplicate(Rem, {Size+1}) ++
lists:duplicate(NrWs-Rem, {Size}),
lists:map(fun(X) -> {X, NrJobs, Ps, Ws, Ds, Tau, NIters} end),
ChunkSizes).
iterate_ants(NrWs, NrAnts, NrJobs, Ps, Ws, Ds, Tau, NrIters) ->
Cluster = {cluster, [{func, fun find_solution_chunk/1}],
fun create_task_list/1,
fun lists:flatten/1},
PickBestSpawn = {func, fun(X) ->
pick_best_spawn(X, NrAnts, NrJobs, Ps, Ws, Ds)
end}
Pipe = {pipe, [Cluster, PickBestSpawn]},
Feedback = {feedback, [Pipe], fun ant_feedback/1},
skel:do([Feedback], [{NrWs, NrAnts, NrJobs, Ps, Ws, Ds, Tau, NrIters}]).
ant_colony(NrWorkers, InputFile, NrAnts, NrIters) ->
{NrJobs, Ps, Ws, Ds, Tau} = init(InputFile),
iterate_ants(NrAnts, NrJobs, Ps, Ds, Ws, Tau, NrIters).
The most interesting in the above code is the iterate_ants function. Firstly, a cluster
skeleton, Cluster, is created. Its inner workflow is a function similar to find_solution
from the sequential version of the code, excepts that it computes solutions for multi-
ple ants, computing a list of solutions. The cluster skeleton receives as its input a tuple
containing number of CPU workers, number of ants, number of jobs, processing times,
weights, deadlines, τ matrix and number of remaining iterations. Decomposition function,
create_task_list, takes this tuple, calculates chunk sizes (based on the number of CPU
workers), and returns a list of tasks that are sent to the instances of the inner workflow. Re-
composition function simply takes the list of schedules produced by find_solution_chunk
and flattens them into a single list using the lists:flatten function. Next, a func skeleton,
PickBestSpawn, is created to pick the best schedule and update the τ matrix. This skeleton
returns a new tuple which contains all of the input data for the next iteration of the Cluster
skeleton (number of CPU workers, number of ants etc.) plus the updated τ matrix. A
pipeline, Pipe, is the set up between Cluster and PickBestSpawn skeletons. Afterwards,
the whole pipeline is wrapped into a feedback skeleton, Feedback, so that the output of
PickBestSpawn is fed back as an input to the Cluster skeleton if NrIters is greater than 0.
To evaluate the performance of the basic parallelisation of Ant Colony Optimisation, we
use a test input data with 100 jobs, using 64 000 ants. The speedups for this version are
given in Figure ?? (on titanic) and Figure 7 (on xookik) as the “CPU List”. We observe
that this version gives relatively poor performance, compared to the original sequential
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Fig. 6. Speedups for the Ant Colony Optimisation on titanic
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Speedups for Hybrid version of Ant Colony on Xooxkik
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Fig. 7. Speedups for the Ant Colony Optimisation on xookik
version. This is due to the fact that a large amount of data needs to be copied between
processes when the input data is represented with lists. The entire Ps, Ws, Ds and Tau lists
need to be copied, which amounts to huge amount of data if the number of jobs is big. In
the subsequent step, we have therefore applied program shaping refactorings to produce
both a version that uses binaries and a version that uses ETS tables, using the ListToBinary
and ListBinaryToETS refactorings. The speedups of these two versions are also shown in
Figure ?? as the “CPU Binary” and the “CPU ETS”, respectively. We observe that the ETS
version gives much better speedups (up to 10.23 on titanic and 9.49 on xookik) that the
list version, due to only references to (global) ETS tables are passed between processes,
coupled with very fast access to individual elements of the ETS tables. The binary version
gives very modest speedups (up to 5.13 on titanic and 3.23 on xookik). As with the ETS
version, only references to binaries as passed between processes. However, access to the
individual elements of a binary is much slower than in the case of the ETS tables. Still,
binary version proves a good starting point for a hybrid version.
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The next steps are to generate the code for the GPU workers and to introduce hybrid
skeletons (again, using the HybMapIntroSeq refactoring). Both of these steps are similar
to those for N-Body, since the structure of the code is similar. Similar to particles in
the N-Body example, a GPU kernel for Ant Colony can compute solutions for multiple
ants in parallel – with one logical GPU thread per ant. This allows us to get much more
parallelism on a GPU, where we can process many ants in parallel, then on a CPU core
where processing of ants is sequential. Using profiling information, we discovered that the
GPU is capable of processing about 64 ants in parallel without sequentialisation (both on
titanic and on xookik), and that processing this many ants on the GPU is 25 times faster
on titanic. than processing them sequentially on a CPU core. Therefore, using mechanisms
for work division described in (Janjic et al., 2016), we divide all ants into chunks, where
the GPU chunk is a multiple of 64.
Speedups for the heterogeneous version of Ant Colony are given in Figures ?? and 7.
As opposed to N-Body example, here we can see benefits when combining CPU and GPU
Workers. On titanic, using 1 GPU and no CPU workers gives a speedup of approximately
8.5, while using 1 GPU and 20 CPU workers gives a better speedup of 12.2. In this case,
since total number of ants is 64000, and the GPU is “only” 25 times faster in processing
a batch of 64 ants than a CPU, so a lot of work will be allocated to the CPU cores also,
thus speeding up the computation compared to when only the GPU is used. On xookik,
improvements when combining CPUs and GPU are much more modest, from 4.66 with 1
GPU and no CPU cores to 5.41 with 1 GPU and 10 CPU cores. Also, on xookik we can
observe that the CPU ETS version, when more than 5 CPU cores are used, outperforms
the hybrid version. This is due to CPUs on xookik being much faster than on titanic, so
the CPU ETS version gives very good speedup (9.49 using 11 workers) and is much faster
than the CPU binary version. Since the hybrid version uses binary version as a base, CPU
cores are much slower and assigning more work to the GPU cannot compensate for this.
Discussion From all of the experiments on Ant Colony Optimisation, we can make several
conclusions. Firstly, the “obvious” parallelisation, without using GPU and program shap-
ing transformations, gives very poor speedups, and in most of the cases actually results in a
slowdown compared to the sequential version. Applying program shaping transformations
results in the versions that use binary data and ETS tables that give either much better
speedups (in the case of the ETS version) or provide a basis for hybrid version. As opposed
to the NBody example, in this case GPU is not that much faster than CPU cores, so a hybrid
version where CPU cores and GPUs are combined brings the benefits, compared to GPU-
only and CPU-only versions. Which version is the fastest, CPU ETS or Hybrid, depends
on the actual hardware.
6.3 Image Merge
Image Merge is an application from the computer graphics domain. It reads a stream of
pairs of images from files, and merges images from each pair:
FinalImages = [convertMerge(readImage(Y)) || Y <- imageList(X)].
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Speedups for Hybrid version of Image Merge on Titanic
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Fig. 8. Speedups for Image Merge on titanic
There are multiple ways in which this code can be parallelised. Since the output of readImage
is an input to convertImage, we can set up a pipeline between these two functions. Also,
each of the two functions can be farmed, so we read and process multiple images at the
same time. We will, however, consider the simplest parallelisation here: the one where we
set up a farm of workers that execute the composition of readImage and convertMerge
functions. For this, we use the IntroduceTaskFarm refactoring. The parallel code for this
is:
skel:do([{farm, [{seq, fun (Y) -> convertMerge(readImage(Y)) end}],
<nr_workers>}],imageList(X)).
This version, however, has problems with memory consumption. Since images are kept in
memory as lists, for larger numbers of large images, the required memory was too high
for our testbed machine. Therefore, we needed to apply program shaping refactorings to
first represent images as binaries or ETS tables (the ListToBinary and ListBinaryToETS
refactorings). Figure 8 shows the speedups for the binary and ETS version of the code. We
observe that both versions have very similar performance.
In the next step, we introduce a hybrid farm skeleton using the HybMapIntroSeq refactor-
ing. The speedups for this version are also given in Figure 8. Unlike the first two examples,
in this case the GPU code is not significantly faster than the CPU code, because of the
large amount of data transfer that needs to take place. In this case, we can observe that
the best results are obtained when both CPU and GPU workers are used. The best speedup
of 17.4 is obtained for 20 CPU workers and 1 GPU worker. We were unable to obtain
results on xookik for this example due to its large memory footprint exceeding the hardware
capabilities of xookik.
6.4 Football Simulation
Football Simulation is an industrial application that predicts the outcomes of football
games, and is used by betting companies to calculate the winning odds for matches. Each
simulation accepts as arguments some information about the teams involved in a match
(e.g. attack and defense strength), and uses a randomised routine to predict the end result
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Fig. 9. Speedups for Football Simulation on titanic
of the match. The final prediction for each match is averaged over multiple simulations, so
more time the simulation is repeated, more accurate the prediction will be.
The top-level structure of the code is
Results = [ get_average_score(simulate_match(Pair, NrSimulations))
|| Pair <- Pairs ]
Pair is a pair of tuples that contains the necessary information about one match, i.e.
information about one pair of teams. In the simplest case, we provide just two float-
ing point numbers for each team, attack and defense strength. For each pair of teams,
simulate_match is called NrSimulations times, and then the average score is computed
using the get_average_score function. We omit the details of the simulate_match and
get_average_score functions, as they are both inherently sequential.
We can observe that the potential parallelism lies at two levels of the computation of
the Results list. At the outer level, we can parallelise the get_average_score function
over the list of pairs of teams. At the inner level, for each match we do NrIterations
simulations, which are completely independent of one another and can, therefore, be ex-
ecuted in parallel. However, each individual simulation is very short, so parallelising the
inner level results in too fine-grained parallelism. Therefore, we just parallelise the outer
level. Similarly to ACO and NBody examples, here we also use hybrid map skeleton.
Furthermore, since simulate_match operates over tuples, rather than lists, we do not have
binary and ETS versions.
Figure 9 shows the speedups we obtained on titanic for both CPU-only and hybrid
version of Football Simulation. The figure shows speedups when different number of CPU
workers in used in the map skeleton, with 0 GPU workers for the CPU-only, and 1 GPU
worker for the hybrid version. We can observe that the hybrid version significantly outper-
forms the CPU-only version when up to 20 CPU workers are used, but after that point, the
CPU-only version gives better speedups. On the other hand, on xooxik (Figure 10), we can
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Fig. 10. Speedups for Football Simulation on xookik
observe that the hybrid version consistently outperforms the CPU-only version, achieving
a speedup of around 10 on 11 CPU cores supported by the GPU.
7 Related Work
Algorithmic skeletons have been the focus of much research since the 1980s, with a number
of skeleton libraries being produced in a range of languages (González-Vélez & Leyton,
2010), including our own Skel library (Brown et al., 2014c), which is the only available
skeleton library for Erlang, and, indeed, for BEAM systems in general, including Elixir.
Despite this, there has been limited research on using skeletons for GPU programming,
with most techniques being concerned with low-level language bindings to CUDA or
OpenCL. In the functional programming community, there have been several attempts to
simplify GPU programming, for example, using compile-time optimisations (Guo et al.,
2011; McDonell & et al., 2013). While these optimisations are fully automatic, rather than
the semi-automatic refactorings we have introduced here, they are consequently limited to
specific situations, and cannot take advantage of programmer knowledge or expertise, as
with LAPEDO. A popular alternative approach is to define an embedded domain-specific
language (EDSL) (Lee & et al., 2011; Claessen et al., 2012; Grossman et al., 2011). This
can provide a structured approach to parallelism, similar to our approach using skeletons,
but unlike LAPEDO, current approaches do not assist the programmer with the introduction
of parallelism, including the important task of program shaping. Skeletons, moreover, have
the advantage of representing language-independent patterns of parallelism, that can more
easily be transferred to other language settings. Research into skeletons for GPU program-
ming, while limited, has produced a number of skeleton libraries for a few languages,
including: C++ (Le et al., 2012), F# (Singh, 2010), and Haskell (Chakravarty et al., 2011).
However, all of these libraries only support GPUs. Unlike Lapedo, they do not provide
hybrid CPU/GPU skeletons, and therefore do not provide flexible portability across both
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homogeneous and heterogeneous systems, or allow the programmer to take advantage of
CPUs where these are more efficient, without needing to reprogram the application.
A number of recent and highly successful “programming models” such as the well-
known Google MapReduce derive and inherit from algorithmic skeletons (Buono et al.,
2010). Furthermore, skeletal methodologies inherently have a predictable communication
and computation structure, since they capture the structure of the program. They provide,
by construction, a foundation for performance modelling and estimation of parallel appli-
cations.
One novel feature of our work is the focus on how to introduce parallelism through
(eventually) performance-directed refactoring that considers program shaping as well as
the actual introduction parallelism. Most work on parallelism stops at the implementation
of parallel libraries or language constructs, but fails to consider the actual programming
process. In (Brown et al., 2014c), we introduced a methodology for programming paral-
lel Erlang programs, using refactoring to facilitate the introduction of parallel skeletons.
In (Brown et al., 2014b), we presented a similar refactoring methodology for C++ pro-
grams. This paper goes beyond that work in exploiting hybrid skeletons for heterogeneous
multicores, and in considering program shaping for such architecture. Finally, we have
considered program shaping refactorings to introduce the most appropriate data structures
for parallelism, transforming lists to binary structures or ETS tables, as appropriate. In
contrast to our work, most current research focuses on simple compile-time optimisations
instead of source-to-source refactorings (Groot et al., 2007). The approach presented in
our paper therefore not only improves upon current methodologies by enabling their use on
heterogeneous architectures, but also helps to introduce some automation to the previously-
manual program shaping stage.
The static mapping problem is by no means a new challenge and there is an extensive
body of work on mapping task, data and pipeline parallelism to parallel architectures
providing static partitioning (Kwok & Ahmad, 1999; Saraswat et al., 2007; Subhlok et al.,
1993), using runtime scheduling (Ramamritham & Stankovic, 1984), heuristic-based map-
pings (Gordon et al., 2006), analytical models (Navarro et al., 2009). Each of these can
improve the performance of the system. There are some heuristic based approaches which
automate the process of mapping to multi-core architectures for specific frameworks, such
as the learning approach used for partitioning streaming in the StreamIt framework (Wang
& O’Boyle, 2010) or the runtime adaptation approach used in FlexStream (Hormati et al.,
2009) framework. Despite the amount of work done in the homogeneous environment, to
our best knowledge there is little work done for mapping to heterogeneous (CPU/GPU)
architectures. In (Goli et al., 2013) we introduced a new mapping technique for hetero-
geneous multicore systems, but unlike the approach here, did not provide a usable pro-
gramming methodology. Most of the work on GPUs is primarily focused on application
performance tuning (Agrawal et al., 2005) rather than orchestration. In (Udupla et al.,
2009) a method is provided to orchestrate the execution of heterogeneous StreamIt program
presented on a multi core platform equipped with an accelerator.
RefactorErl also provides refactoring support for Erlang. Unlike Wrangler, Refactor-
Erl (Tóth et al., n.d.) focuses on program analysis rather than program transformation.
RefactorErl implements a wide range of syntax-based transformations and static semantic
analyses, including scope analysis of various Erlang language entities, side-effect analysis
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and callee aproximation of dynamic function calls. Most of these high-level semantic
analyses build on results from dataflow and type analyses. PaRTE (Bozó et al., 2014)
integrates capabilities from both the RefactorErl and Wrangler refactoring/program analy-
sis tools into a new parallelisation framework that can be used to identify parallel patterns
and to determine the best implementations of those patterns. PaRTE uses a novel pattern
discovery technique to first find possible instances of skeletons, and then offers possible
refactorings to transform these instances into actual skeletal code, using the Skel library.
PaRTE uses RefactorErl to perform pattern discovery and the Wrangler tool to perform the
actual refactorings. The refactorings allow for a initial, and basic, program shaping (e.g.,
transforming a recursive function call into a list comprehension) before applying refac-
torings to introduce skeletal code. While these are presently independent, but connected
pieces of research, we envisage that the PaRTE framework could be used to complement
LAPEDO by extending pattern discovery to also consider heterogeneous skeletal instances,
for example. We intend to explore this in future.
8 Conclusions
In the paper we have introduced an extension to our LAPEDO Erlang framework for pro-
gramming heterogeneous multi- and many-core systems comprising a mixture of CPUs
and GPUs. LAPEDO consists of the Skel library of parallel skeletons, including hybrid
skeletons that can have components for different kind of processors (e.g. CPUs and GPUs)
and the PaRTE refactoring tool. In this paper we presented a novel set of refactorings that
are implemented in Wrangler to support semi-automatic generation of problem-specific
code. These refactorings allow both shaping of the sequential code in order to choose and
incorporate the best data structure for hybrid computations, and introduction of hybrid
parallelism in the form of instances of hybrid skeletons. We also described refactorings to
automatically generate the tedious book-keeping code for transferring data to/from accel-
erators and executing computation kernels on them, which is a necessary part of hybrid
computations. The use of algorithmic skeletons combined with functional programming
offers us a very high-level of abstraction over the parallel structure of the program, and the
use of refactoring technology allows systematic transformation and generation of code. In
this way, the programmer can provide input in the process of parallelising their code, and
can obtain a clear understanding of how the code is changed. One of the main strengths
of the LAPEDO framework is that it produces highly portable code, which can be run both
on CPU-only architectures, and on heterogeneous systems that also contain GPUs. This
allows wider deployment of the same application in both homogeneous and heterogeneous
multicore settings. We have also demonstrated that, for our examples, LAPEDO can deliver
significant speedups over the corresponding sequential Erlang code (up to 220 for N-Body
simulation), especially if GPUs are available. This is a major gain for relatively little work,
allowing the performance of computationally intensive parts of an Erlang program to be
improved both quickly and easily.
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8.1 Further Work
In the future, we aim to extend LAPEDO with mechanisms to automatically generate GPU
kernels from Erlang code. We will also incorporate previously developed mechanisms (Goli
et al., 2013) for automatic discovery of the optimal number of CPU and GPU workers for
each skeleton of a given problem, and to link with work on automated pattern discovery that
is being carried out in the ongoing EPSRC Discovery research project. We also aim to ex-
tend the Skel library to cover domain-specific skeletons, such as skeletons from computer
algebra or from evolutionary computing, and to develop novel refactorings to address these
skeletons. We also plan to perform larger-scale evaluation, including multicore systems
containing multiple GPUs. Finally, we aim to develop larger and more complex use cases
to test our framework, including larger simulations from computational physics, as well as
additional artificial inteligence and deep learning computations.
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